
rugby football union
tours insurance



other important information
the other important information section of this policy 
summary explains the following:

 � how to make a claim

 � compensation

 � complaints

 � premiums and payments

 � duration of your policy

 � law and language applicable to the policy

this policy is a short period travel 
insurance, arranged by marsh ltd and 
underwritten by royal & sun alliance 
insurance plc. the information below 
provides a summary of the cover 
provided. for full terms and conditions of 
the cover, please refer to the policy 
document which is available on request.

policy summary

standard features and benefits significant exclusions and limitations
all covers
personal accident

provides financial protection following accidental bodily injury, 
in the form of a lump sum payment if within two years of the 
accident an insured person:

� dies

� loses a limb or eye

� loses two limbs or two eyes or one of each

� loses hearing in one or both ears

� is left permanently and totally disabled from gainful 
employment of any and every kind.

personal accident benefits (excluding playing and practicing 
which is covered by rfu clubs compulsory scheme):
1) death - £50,000

2) loss of one limb or eye - £50,000

3) loss of 2 or more limbs or both eyes - £50,000

4) permanent total disablement from gainful employment of 
any and every kind - £50,000 

5) permanent total loss of hearing
a) in both ears - £50,000
b) in one ear - £12,500

� playing, training or taking part in any match or official 
training session at any ground where the insured club has 
arranged such a match or training session

� travelling to or from an organised fixture by a common 
carrier licensed to carry passengers or air travel where such 
travel is part of an organised party, and in the case of 
referees also travelling by private motor vehicle

� committing or attempting to commit suicide

� Where the insured person is travelling against medical 
advice or has taken a drug unless it was taken on proper 
medical advice (and not for treatment of drug addiction)
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medical and emergency travel expenses
� medical treatment prescribed by a medical practitioner, 

hospital and ambulance charges during the rugby tour

� medical expenses incurred within three months of return to 
the united Kingdom up to a maximum of £25,000

� dental expenses during the rugby tour following accidental 
bodily injury which cannot be deferred until the insured 
person returns to the united Kingdom

� optical expenses during the rugby tour following accidental 
bodily injury

� additional cost of travel, accommodation and rescue 
(including repatriation) of any insured person 

� additional cost of travel and accommodation of a relative or 
friend who has necessarily to travel to or remain with or 
escort the insured person

� in the event of death, transporting the body and their 
personal baggage back to the uK, and up to £2,500 in 
respect of funeral expenses

� hospitalisation benefit

� the first £50 of each and every claim

� any costs incurred in the insured person’s normal country of 
residence other than medical expenses incurred within three 
months of their return up to maximum of £25,000

� pregnancy or childbirth (however, cover does apply for 
emergency treatment incurred within the first 28 weeks of 
pregnancy)

� any pre-existing health defect or infirmity or condition for 
which the insured person was receiving treatment in the 
twelve months before the rugby tour

� Where the insured person is travelling against medical 
advice or has taken a drug unless it was taken on proper 
medical advice (and not for treatment of drug addiction)

� flying other than as a passenger in a multi-engined aircraft

.

personal baggage
� provides cover for lost damaged stolen or destroyed 

personal baggage up to £2,500 less an amount for wear and 
tear.  a single article limit of £625 applies in respect of any 
one item.

� cover includes delayed personal baggage lost for more than 
12 hours, and after such time the company will pay up to 
£250 towards the necessary cost of replacement clothing 
and toiletry items

� the first £50 of each and every claim, except where a claim is 
for delayed personal baggage 

� if a claim is made for delayed personal baggage and then 
such baggage turns out to be permanently lost, any claim 
paid for delayed personal baggage will be deducted from 
the final personal baggage claim

� if a claim is made for delayed personal baggage and delayed 
playing and training equipment as a result of the same 
incident, the total payable between the two sections shall be 
£250

� contact lenses

� any playing or training equipment (covered under its own 
section)

� any other sports equipment whilst in use

� any process of cleaning

personal money
� provides cover up to £1,000 in the 72 hours immediately 

preceeding the tour, and during the tour, for lost or stolen 
personal money or a credit card

� use of a credit card by a member of the insured person’s 
family

� the first £50 of each and every claim
� losses not reported to the police within 24 hours of 

discovery
� losses from any vehicle unless at the time of the loss the 

personal money or credit card was in a locked glove box or a 
locked boot which is self contained and separate from the 
passenger compartment

� losses above £500 unless the amount exceeding £500 
relates to travellers cheques 

� errors or omissions depreciation in value 
� detention by customs or other lawful officials
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passport indemnity
� cover if during the tour overseas an insured person loses 

their passport and incurs additional travel and 
accommodation expenses to enable them to obtain a 
replacement

� losses not reported to the consular representative of the 
relevant issuing country within 24 hours of discovery

playing and training equipment
� provides cover for lost damaged stolen or destroyed 

playing or training equipment belonging to either

a) the insured club and then up to £1,500 or

b) the insured person and then up to £500 less an amount 
for wear and tear. a single article limit of £625 applies in 
respect of any one item

cover includes delayed playing and training equipment lost 
for more than 12 hours, and after such time the company will 
pay up to £250 towards the necessary cost of purchasing 
replacement playing and training equipment

� the first £50 of each and every claim, except where a claim is 
for delayed playing and training equipment 

� if a claim is made for delayed playing and training equipment 
and then such equipment turns out to be permanently lost, 
any claim paid for delayed playing and training equipment will 
be deducted from the final claim

� if a claim is made for delayed playing and training equipment 
and delayed personal baggage as a result of the same incident, 
the total payable between the two sections shall be £250

� contact lenses

� any playing or training equipment whilst in use

� Wear and tear, any process of cleaning

cancellation curtailment and change of itinerary
� cover for deposits advance payments and other charges 

for transport and accommodation which have been paid 
or will be payable and become forfeit under contract 
including in the case of curtailment and change of 
itinerary additional cost of travel and accommodation 
necessary to return the insured person to the united 
Kingdom or to enable them to continue the tour. any 
payment under curtailment will be proportionate to the 
number of days lost. cover applies for specified perils – 
please refer to the policy for a full list but cover includes:

a) accidental bodily injury or illness or death of the insured 
person or a relative

b) the insured person becoming redundant 

c) the insured person’s home being rendered uninhabitable 
following accidental damage or the insured person being 
required by the police to stay or return home following 
theft at their home or place of business

d) the insured person being delayed or cancelling due to 
terrorism volcano or other named peril

e) outright cancellation of the tour by the insured club due 
to any cause outside of their control 

up to £3,000 per insured person subject to a maximum of 
£25,000 in respect of all insured persons making a claim for the 
same event circumstance or incident

� the first £50 of each and every claim

� failure to check in according to the travel itinerary unless such 
failure was due to strike or industrial action

� disinclination to travel or the financial circumstances of any 
insured person

� any claim for cancellation or curtailment of the tour or 
withdrawal of an insured person by order of the insured club 
team or union except where due to injury or illness

� any infirmity or condition requiring treatment in the twelve 
months preceding the tour 

� any recurring chronic or continuing condition in respect of any 
insured person participating in rugby union football during 
the tour

� redundancy notified to the insured person or of which 
warning had been given on or before the date on which this 
insurance was accepted

� committing or attempting to commit suicide

� being pregnant unless the pregnancy involves unforeseen 
medical complications arising more than twelve weeks before 
the expected date of confinement which necessitates 
cancellation curtailment or change of itinerary
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travel delay
� if the departure of the ship or aircraft is delayed because 

of strike industrial action adverse weather conditions or 
mechanical breakdown the company will compensate the 
insured club for the inconvenience as follows:

� £20 for a delay of at least 12 hours

� a further £10 for each additional 12 hours up to a 
maximum of £60 any one insured person

� failure to check in according to the travel itinerary unless such 
failure was due to strike or industrial action

� delay due to strike or industrial action which existed on or 
which advance notice had been given on or before the date on 
which the journey was booked

personal liability
� cover for legal liability for damages arising from 

accidental bodily injury to any person 

or

� loss of or damage to material property 

up to £2,000,000 in damages any one event

� legal liability for damages arising from accidental bodily injury 
to members of the insured person’s family, travelling 
companions or other insured persons covered by the policy 
other than in respect of liability arising out of the negligent 
supervision or minors

� any claim which has not been notified to insurers as soon as 
practicable

� Willful acts or unlawful acts or under the influence of 
intoxication liquor or drugs

� any incident between two or more members on the field of 
play

general conditions and exclusions

the following exclusions apply to the policy as a whole:

� anyone over the age limit of 75 years (applies throughout the 
duration of the tour)

� the playing of rugby which is not within the rules regulations 
and laws of the appropriate governing body

� war 

� terrorism occasioned by any nuclear chemical or biological 
cause.

(see policy for full definition of war and terrorism)

the insurer may cancel this policy against terrorism prior to the 
departure date by giving seven days notice to the insured club at 
the club’s registered address. Where the departure date has 
passed and the insured journey has commenced cover will not be 
cancelled.

insurer details
insurer: royal & sunalliance insurance plc (no. 93792)
registered office: st mark's court, chart Way, horsham, West 
sussex, rh12 1xl
main business: insurance company

royal & sunalliance is authorised and regulated by the financial 
services authority.

other important information

how to make a claim 
should you wish to make a claim under your policy please call the 
insurer’s claims helpline on 0845 0716 204, by email on glasgow.
patravelclaims@uk.rsagroup.com or by post to pa & travel claims, 
rsa, alexander bain house, 15 york street, glasgow, g2 8la as 
soon as possible and within two months for medical expense 
claims. you must give them any information or help that they may 
reasonably ask for. you must not settle, reject, negotiate or agree 
to pay any claim without their written permission. full details of 
how to claim are included in the policy document.
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compensation
royal & sun alliance insurance plc is a member of the financial 
services compensation scheme (fscs). this provides 
compensation in case any member goes out of business or into 
liquidation and is unable to meet any valid claims against its 
policies. you may be entitled to compensation if they cannot 
meet their obligations, depending on the circumstances of the 
claim. further information about the compensation scheme can 
be obtained from the fscs.

complaints
We aim to give customers a high standard of service at all times. if 
you are unhappy with the service provided for any reason or have 
cause for complaint, please contact your regular marsh contact. 
alternatively you may write to: head of compliance, marsh ltd, 
tower place, london, ec3r 5bu. We will tell you what we will do 
to resolve your concerns and how long it will take. in the unlikely 
event that you remain dissatisfied, please contact rsa’s customer 
relations office at the address below.

customer relations office
rsa
bowling mill
dean clough industrial estate
halifax
hx3 5Wa

if rsa cannot resolve the matter to your satisfaction, they will 
provide you with their final response so that you can, if you wish, 
refer the matter to the financial ombudsman service. if you make 
a complaint, your right to legal action is not affected.

insurance division
the financial ombudsman service
south Quay plaza
183 marsh Wall
london
e14 9sr

premiums and payments
premiums are inclusive of insurance premium tax. 

duration of your policy
all policies are issued for the period as declared on the proposal 
form and agreed with the insurer, and in any case no longer than 
31 days. 

law and language applicable to the policy
both you and the insurer may choose the law which applies to 
this contract. however, unless you and they agree otherwise, the 
law which applies is the law applicable in the part of the united 
Kingdom, channel islands or the isle of man in which you live. full 
details will be provided in your policy documentation.

the language used in this policy and any communications 
relating to it will be english.

rsa
royal & sun alliance insurance plc, st mark’s court, chart Way, 
horsham, West sussex, rh12 1xl, is authorised and regulated by 
the financial services authority. registration number is 202323. 
their permitted business is as an insurance company and they are 
authorised to arrange and provide you with their own insurance 
contracts. you can check this on the fsa’s register by visiting the 
fsa’s website www.fsa.gov.uk/register or by contacting the fsa 
on 0845 606 1234.
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Tours insurance proposal form - applicant’s details

Please fully complete the proposal form using capital letters.

Applicant’s name:

Address:

Postcode:

Daytime telephone number:

Mobile telephone number:

Name of club:

Position held:

Name of touring team(s):

Tour commencement date: Return date:

Country(ies) to be visited:

Number of people in party:

Does everybody in the touring party require this insurance? 
If No, please attach a list of the names of those to be covered

Yes No

Number of adults: Number of children:

Number of non British 
nationals on tour:

RFU tour authorisation 
number:

Email address:
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premiums
premiums shown are per person for either a player or a non-player, up to the age of 75 (if cover is required for anyone over 75 years of 
age, marsh should be informed and a separate quotation obtained). the rates in brackets apply to children aged 17 years or under. all 
age limits apply as at the date of the tour, not the date of booking. premiums include insurance premium tax (ipt) at the current rate 
of 6% and a minimum premium of £100 (excluding ipt) applies to each policy issued.

Duration Europe Worldwide UK

2 days £6.66 (£5.15) - £5.25 (£4.14)

5 days £11.31 (£8.18) £18.23 (£12.32) £8.89 (£6.56)

8 days £14.34 (£9.24) £22.52 (£15.35) £11.46 (£7.37)

11 days £16.66 (£10.84) £26.26 (£17.07) £13.13 (£8.53)

15 days £19.49 (£12.83) £32.32 (£21.51) £15.35 (£10.25)

19 days £24.24 (£15.76) £38.88 (£25.28) £19.19 (£12.47)

23 days £28.64 (£18.43) £45.10 (£29.69) £22.98 (£14.75)

31 days £35.85 (£24.59) £58.43 (£37.92) £28.68 (£19.70)

all completed proposal forms should be sent to the following address:

marsh ltd
39 Kings hill avenue
West malling
Kent me19 4er

upon receiving your proposal form, marsh will send you a letter requesting cheque payment.

it is recommended that cover is effected as far in advance as possible to obtain full benefit under the cancellations, curtailment and 
change of itinerary section of the policy.

important notice concerning disclosure
it is your duty to disclose all material facts. a material fact is one that would influence the insurer’s judgement in the consideration of 
your proposal. if you are in any doubt as to whether a fact is material please contact marsh to discuss your application. a copy of the 
proposal should be retained by you for your clubs records.

data protection notice 
the information that you provide will be used to place your insurance and in the general administration of any claim. this information 
will be shared with insurers. marsh ltd and rsa will treat your personal information fairly and lawfully in accordance with the data 
protection act 1998. you have a right to access (subject to limited exceptions) and if necessary rectify the information that we hold 
about you.

please note that all correspondence in relation to your clubs tour insurance will normally be conducted by email, except in cases where 
this is not available whereby correspondence will be via the post.

declaration 
i/We declare that the statements and particulars contained in the proposal are true and that i/we have not misstated or suppressed any 
material facts. i/We agree that this proposal together with any other information supplied by me/us shall form the basis of any contract 
of insurance effected thereon. i/We undertake to provide details of any material alteration to these facts occurring before completion of 
the contract.  i/We confirm all rugby matches will be played within the rules of the game approved by the rfu. 

the applicant agrees that marsh ltd (which the applicant has appointed to advise in relation to this policy) is acting on behalf of the 
applicant and not as an agent of the insurer. 

Signature of applicant Date::
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copyright information goes here.

for further information about tour insurance from marsh  
and how we can help you please contact:

telephone 08442 090413 
email  rugby.football.union@marsh.com

rugby club tour insurance is arranged by marsh ltd. marsh ltd is authorised and 
regulated by the financial services authority for insurance mediation activities 
only.  

the information contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable and 
should be understood to be general risk management and insurance information 
only. the information is not intended to be taken as advice with respect to any 
individual situation and cannot be relied upon as such.

the policy is underwritten by royal & sunalliance insurance plc (no. 93792). 
registered in england and Wales at st. mark’s court, chart Way, horsham, West 
sussex. rh12 1xl. authorised and regulated by the financial services authority 

© copyright 2011 marsh ltd  all rights reserved 

ref: 


